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Abdel Rahman Ali Mohamed. Recent
Fieldwork at the Fourth Cataract
(Sudan).
In 1995 the National Corporation for
Antiquities and Museums and the Faculty of Arts
and Human Studies, Department of Archaeolob~
(Kareima) established a joint research project in the
area of the Fourth Cataract in the locality called
Jebel Kulgeili, which lies on the left bank of the
Nile 43 km to the north of Merowe. The project IS
designed to shed light on an archaeological region
which has received little attention. The objectlvcj.
of this research are: 1 ) To rescue some sites wh~ch
will be submerged by waters of the lake created b!
the proposed Merowe (Hamdab) dam. 7 ) To tram
students of archaeology of the University In technlques o f fieldwork. 3 ) To establish a system;ltlc
docurnentatlon nucleus for the area and prui~de
3rih.ltx~Iog1~d
mforrnat~onfor comparatii c studla
S!stemat~c surkeys reveal the cxcurrentc ot
a side range of pentxis trim prrh ~ \ t o r to
~ ~('hr~stlan A cons~derahlrnurnkr o i
po\t-\lsrtr~t~ctumul~ and ('hnstian gr3\ CI were
e . c ~ ~ \ a t e7dhe exlbtmce of ianed hurlal tr.tJ~r~{m
seem\ oh\ 1c1usIn the area. w~thparallel p r . i ~ l l ~,In~ h t h bank\ ot the '\lie
ten

41155 coiennp

b t h r p Hard. The BU/IUO excavations at Rich Giyorgis ( Aksuni 1,
Ethiopia: results of the 1993-98 fwld
seasons.
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and the cross-dating of imported artefacts, a new
absolute and relative chronology of the Aksumite
culture has been established together with a new
seriation of ceramics from stratified contexts (mid
first millennium BC to late first millennium AD).
Excavations at both sites demonstrate increasing
social complexity in the last two centuries BC, and
a new ideological focus is seen in the form of burials. Evidence for extensive long-distance trade,
from the Mediterranean to south India, is found in
imported grave goods. Data on the economy and
subsistence base have been provided by palaeoethnobotanical, palynological and faunal analyses.

Barbara Barich and Fekri A. Hassan.
Hidden Valley Playa at Farafra and the
Archaeology of the Egyptian Western
Desert.
The most recent research of the
Archaeological Mission at Farafra (Western Desert)
has focused on the settlement area called Hidden
Valley, close to Wadi El Obeiyid in the northern
sector of the Farafra depression. The site is made
up of semi-permanent structures located on what
used to be the shore of an ancient water zone, today
occupied by playa remains. At least two occupat~onalphases have been identified in the unearthed
prof~le,one metre thick. Following an early phase
of intermittent frequency by groups still strongly
related to hunting, an intensive occupation developed tied to local plant exploitation (sorghum) and
sheep goat herding. This phase featured the buildmg of cooking structures such as hearths which in
thar complexity indicate at least a semi-sedentary
setting, ca 6500 uncalibrated years bp. Despite the
presence of a very refined bifacial stone industry,
no ceramlc vessels have been recovered from the
s ~ t eup to now Maybe they were replaced by contalners of ostrich egg-shell, whose remains are plent h l In each layer of the stratigraphic sequence.
The paper will investigate the meaning of the
tt~ddenValley settlement, its chronology and the
role played in the Western Desert Neolithic context.

Tertia Barnett. Alternative Identities:
transitional rock art in northern Africa.
The rock art of northern A h c a is believed to
span several millennia, from the mid Holocene to
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recent times. The content of the art is generally
thought to mirror past social and economic developments, sequentially reflecting the varying worlds
of hunter-gatherers, pastoralists and agriculturalists
through representations of 'typical' subjects including wild animals, domesticated animals and symbols that we associate with power and status.
Focusing on a small, fertile area of the Sahara, it
can be argued that the art in this region was not just
a passive narrative of past events, but that it played
a crucial part in changing social and economic
roles. In particular, the evidence from the Libyan
Fezzan indicates that rock art images were an integral part of a conceptual, communicative landscape
where they may have served not only to reinforce
established structures and traditions but also to
facilitate transition within and beyond existing
structures.

John Barthehe. A Later Stone Age
Site from the Lake Magadi Basin,
Kenya.
During June 1999, a large open air Later
Stone Age site was discovered at Lake Magadi in
southern Kenya rift by researchers from St
Lawrence (USA) and Kenyatta (Kenya)
Universities. The current joint project began in
1995 and IS focused on undergraduate geological
and archaeological field training. Prior project
Investlgatwns centred on the Middle Pleistocene
Acheulean site of Lenderut as well as several
M~ddlc:Stone Aye sites and localities. Gxlj 1 is
located In the NW embayment of Lake Magadi.
Survey revealed a series of low relief outcrops with
charactenst~c LSA artefacts including rn~croliths,
thumbna~lscrapers and oirrils L;cuillh as well as
gnndstnne fragments, ostrich eggshell beads and
fragmentary shells of the land snail Piiu o ~ u t u .The
s~tes'sstratigraphy is well defined. The artefactbcar~ngsand lles between two of the Basin's major
lacustr~ne ep~sodes, the Middle Pleistocene
Oloronga Beds and the Holocene High Magadi
Beds. Ostnch-eggshell fragments have been subm~ttedfbr radiocarbon analysis.
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Amelie Berger. Site Location, Natural
Resources and Food: an ethnobotanical
and zoological study of Anosy (southeast Madagascar), AD 1000 to the present
Fieldwork carried out in 1999 in the Efaho
river valley at Anosy, southeast Madagascar was
part of a project to understand time series settlement locations using GIs. Archaeological sites
dated between AD 1000-1800 are located in
coastal, riverine and upland land systems. The
research area 20 x 20 km,was surveyed on a 1-km
grid with regard to land use, vegetation and the
three major crops rice, cassava and sweet potato.
Further data on food production and food acquisition was collected from two villages in each of the
three land systems. Both qualitative and quantitative methods were applied and it was possible to
construct pie charts of food resources from each
village showing variation in use of cultivated plants
(including crops, fruits and legumes), wild plants,
domesticated animals, wild animals, marine and
freshwater resources. More then forty species of
wild plants were collected and identified. Several of
these, e.g. tubers of the family Dioscorea, crops and
wild animals are mentioned by Flacourt (1656-61).

Laura Bishop, T. W. Plurnmer, P. W.
Ditchtleld and J. Ferraro. Oldowan
Horninid Activities at Kanjera South,
Western Kenya.
From 1995 to 1997 the authors conducted
excavations of recently discovered 2.2 mya sediments in the southern exposures at Kanjera. An
abundance of well-preserved animal bones and
Oldowan stone tools documents the activities of
Plio-Pleistocene hominids in this area. Analysis of
stable isotopes in palaeosol carbonates and taxonbased and taxon-free faunal analysis provide
palaeoecological information about the site. Our
analyses so far indicate that the Kanjera South environments consisted of more open habitats than are
known from Bed 1 at Olduvai. A high proportion of
small and immature animals suggests that small
mammals might have been hunted. Larger animals,
including a partial Hippopotamus skeleton associated with stone tools, may have been scavenged. The
faunal remains preserve evidence of hominid mar-
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row processing and of carnivore damage to bone.
There is evidence of raw material selection and
transport of artefacts. Several artefact refits suggest
that the site has good integrity. Further excavations
are planned following this conference.

Charles Bollong. Source Clay
Characterization, Pottery Production
and Ceramic Distribution in the Upper
Seacow Valley, Cape Province, South
Africa.
A newly acquired set of XRF data permit
clays from the upper Seacow valley to be characterized into spatially defined 'source provinces'.
Comparison with similarly analyzed pastoralist and
hunter-forager pottery from archaeological contexts
in the region allow determination of the degree to
which respective wares were apparently moved over
the landscape. These results hold important implications for understanding the subsistence
economies and interactions of the respective
groups.

Steven Brandt. The Gilgel Gibe
Hydroelectric Project, Ethiopia: a
World Bank project gone wrong.
Slnce the early 1960s the Government of
Ethiopia has desired a hydroelectric dam on the
(illgel-Gihe River in southern Ethiopia. In 1997
the World Bank approved a development loan to
Ethlopla for completion of the Gilgel-Gibe
Hydroelectric Prqect. The final design calls for the
construction of a 40 m h~ghdam and a ca. 65 km:
reservoir.
Prior to approval of the drvelopmmt
loan. the World Bank lrqulrrd a comprehensive
m\lrcmmcntal Impact assessment (EA). following
spec~flcBank procedures for a hydroelectric dam.
An Itallan enyneenng consortium conducted the
EA that same year. concluding: 'In the area to be
affected by the project. there are four mosques and
a primary schcwl. but there are no known features
of hlstorlcal or archaeological importance'.
Accord~npto World Bank procedures, a 'Cultural
Propenm' (CPIsurvey should be conducted as part
of the EA as early as possible by specialists in the
field. However. not a single member of the EA
team was a CP spec~allst,nor was any kind of CP
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survey undertaken. Furthermore, there wasn't a single reference in the EA bibliography to previous
archaeological studies anywhere in Ethiopia.
Nevertheless, the World Bank approved the EA and
gave the green light for construction of the dam.
The end result was that no provision was made for
the impact of the dam and reservoir upon CP. After
numerous calls to Washington, D.C., the World
Bank agreed in 1999 to fund a brief 4 week emergency survey by Ethiopian and University of
Florida archaeologists of only the dam construction
zone (ca 2 km2).This resulted in the discovery of 30
prehistoric sites and ca 6000 artefacts ranging in
age from the Acheulian through the Neolithic.
Additional fieldwork in May and June of this year
included the excavation of a stratified open-air
LSNNeolithic site. The paper concludes with a discussion of why and how the World Bank erred, and
what can be done in the future to prevent such mistakes occumng again in Ethiopia and other Ahcan
countries.

Yaw Bredwa-Mensah. Preliminary
Report on Archaeological Investigations
at Frederich Minde, Osu, Accra,
Ghana.
This paper reports the results of recent excavations conducted at the Frederichs Minde House
located off the Castle Drive and close to the
Christianborg Castle, Osu in Accra. The Frederichs
Minde was built by W. J. Wulff, a Danish official in
the Royal Danish Administration on the Gold Coast
(Ghana) in the mid-nineteenth century. The study
examines the house-yard compound of the WuIffs
and combines historical data to investigate patterns
of interactions in the household during the nineteenth century.

Joanna Casey. The Value of Stone in
the Kintampo Complex (LSA, 30004000 BP) in Northern Ghana.
Kintampo Complex sites are characterized by
lithic assemblages that consist of varied raw rnaterials of exotic and local origin that were used to make
different types of stone tools. Exotic raw materials
have long been used to indicate trade networks,
which, in the case of Kintampo, indicate that an
active trading relationship was in place between the
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north and the south of Ghana. The categories of
domestic exotic materials and the types of tools that
were made from them appear at first glance to be
mutually exclusive and relatively straightforward.
However, a closer look at the ways in which the
tools were used, reworked and abandoned provides
a window into Kintampo ethos of value that has far
reaching implications for understanding the nature
of relationships that bound far-flung Kintampo
communities together as a single complex.

Donald Chikumbi. Challenges Facing
Heritage Organizations in Africa in the
Third Millennium.
This paper addresses challenges which will
face heritage organizations in Afnca as we enter the
third millennium. Recent political developments in
Africa and economic liberalization both have
tremendous impact on archaeology: cultural iandscapes are being transformed, sites and built environments altered in an unprecedented and alarming
manner. Great loss of historic buildings and culturally sensitive areas is being experienced on a daily
basis. The private sector pays little attentron to conservation issues. The euphoria which accompanies
political and economic transformat~onhas resulted
In the obliteration of many historlc landmarks. The
challenge now is to seek mechanisms whrch Integrate conservation with rapid economrc growth and
socral development. HOH are Antrquities
Departments prepared for thrs'.'

Graham Connah and S. G. H. Daniels.
Mining the Archives: a pottery .
sequence for Borno, Nigeria.
At the Socrety of Afncan~stArch~eologrsts
conference In Syracuse. Brrprtt lcsmuller
reported on the analysrs of pottery from four sites
ewa\ated a4 part of the L'nrvers~tyof Frankfurt's
research programme In northeastern K~gena T h ~ s
Important nen ~ o r kmade US search through our
old frles for statrstrcal anaiys~sof pottery from the
same area ~ h r c halthough
.
completed In 198 1 , was
noer publrshed The matenal came from approxlmately a hundred surface collect~ons and seven
rxca\ated srtes. and resulted In the marn from f~eld~ o r kIn the 1960s and 1970s Although old, ~t
remalns relevant because ~t prowdes a broad geo1998
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graphical context for the more recent work, as well
as a large body of independent data with which the
new findings can be compared. It indicates variations through both time and space that have implications for the human history of the area.

Els Cornelissen. The Lithic Industry of
the Katanda Sites (90,000 BP, Kivu,
Democratic Rep. of Congo).
The three sites of Katanda were excavated
over several field seasons between 1985 and 1990
by A. Brooks and J. Yellen. The MSA levels that
were dated to ca 90,000 BP, yielded bone tools
including barbed points, abundant fish and mammal remains, and lithic artefacts. This paper presents the preliminary analysis of the stone industry.

Darla Dale. The Kansyore: variation in
Later Stone Age hunter-gatherers in
East Africa.
The Kansyore were later Later Stone Age
hunter-gatherers living around Lake Victoria
between 7000-4000 bp. They appear to have been
relatively settled, relying on lacustrine resources.
Kansyore pottery is highly decorated and found in
large quantities at some sites. In this paper 1
explore variation in ceramics between Kansyore
sites. I also consider variation in Later Stone Age
socio-economic systems, contrasting the Kansyore.
especially data from Ugunja, with better-known
more mobile East Afncan hunter-gatherers.

Patrick Darling. Does size matter? The
Case of Nigeria's Visible Archaeology.
'Digging' has become synonymous with
archaeology in much of Africa; and this almost
invariably refers to digging by the few active
archaeologists on the continent - what I awkwardly
term an 'archaeologist-centric' approach to the past.
This activity carries with it a raft of value judgements, including the need to optimize academic criteria; to equate 'real archaeology' with excavation;
and to scorn 'stamp-collecting' approaches to
archaeological research. Most of us are now aware
that such digging usually reflects the priorities of
present-day, often expatriate, archaeologists; that it
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is severely constrained in extent; that it addresses
only certain aspects of archaeology; that it is
destructive; and, more arguably, that its high costs
in terms of time manpower and capital have severely constrained the systematic survey and discovery
of Africa's most significant historical monuments
and, therefore, its past priorities. This paper
describes an archaeology where none of the 'digging' has been done by archaeologists. Such diggings often reflect the priorities of past and present
Ahcan peoples better than much excavation work.
In particular, the importance of the size of feature is
examined - be that size measured physically, culturally or financially. This is not to downgrade excavation as a useful archaeological activity: rather it is
to focus more on what African Legacy sees as the
two most urgent priorities for Africa today.
One priority is the rapid Level One survey of
Africa's rich 'visible archaeoloby': Africa's most
extensive and massive monuments are largely
unmapped and are in imminent danger of destructlon; yet these monuments provide the most compelling evidence for Africa's past state formation
processes and powerful past civilizations: e.g. the
16.000 km Benin earthworks, the 160 km long
Sungho's Eredo (kingdom boundary rampart), the
70 km long Old OH'U boundaries. the extmslve
rums of Old Oyo. and the thousands of unmapped
t w n and c~tywalls strewn across the savannah
from L.ake Chad to the Atlantic Ocean. Afncan
Legacy IS u.nrk~ngwth Bournemouth l ' n n e n ~ t y10
C r t ' 3 t t ' 3 (;IS dnti~haseof the ' v ~ s ~ barchasolog!
le
'of'
\lgrr~aand then b'est Afnca. supenmpcwnp layer?,
of' rCrncite srnslng. hlstor~cal,en\~~rclnmental
cind
archaeolt1g! f~elduork data ontcl scanned I0 h ~ t
gre! scale maps Another pnorlty 1s the nerd lo
addrt'sh tiwzf'ull! [he ~ausesand symptom?,ot'cap11.11 tl~ghr. kth1c.h creates the endemic pott'n!
undcrl! I n the e\tenslvt. Ioot~ngof Afnca's cultural
hrthnght Sornt. estimate that. on aseragc. ahcur
$1 .OOO.OOO.OOO ofcap~talfl~ghtleaves S~penneach
\vi.eh anJ 14 k d into fiuropean and L'SA flnnnclal
s!stemx. bet t h ~ shndarncntal fact has k e n Iarpel>
S
wwtern analysts Ttvo teams 01'
a ~ I I C I ~I I > ~ U ~151th
;rlv~uta thousmd diggers each ha\e heen systematcall! strlpplng \~gena'sculturril landscape of ~ t 2s
i.000 year old \oI. Katslna and Sokuto terracottas.
at least !,O()o Items per year wer the last decade,
the largcrst archaeolog~calcltcavat~ons In Afnca.
1 ~ 1 t hnot an archaeolog~stin s~ght! Two thousand
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years ago, this religious art spread via the adjacent
Bantu cradle area over much of eastern and southem Africa: it is, therefore, the cultural birthright of
most Africans. Measures to address these massive
losses expose some major deficiencies in present
legal policies.

Bruce Dickson. The Mukogodo Hills
Project: studying the relationship
between palaeoclimate and human prehistory during the late Quaternary in
central Kenya.
The Mukogodo Hills project, a cooperative
effort between Texas A&M University and the
National Museums of Kenya, has been underway
since 1992. Systematic archaeological reconnaissance work has resulted in 65 sites being recorded,
plotted by GPS, and surface collected. Two of these
sites, the deeply stratified rockshelters, of Shurmai
(GnJml ) and Kakwa Lelash (GnJm2), have been
excavated and found to contain occupations from
the Middle Stone Age to the late Historic period.
Six alluvial stratigraphic profiles have been excavated dated, and the palaeosols and sediments they
contain described. Using these three data sets, we
present: ( 1 ) a preliminary sequence of palaeoenvironmental and cultural change in the study area
over the last 100,000 years and (2) an outline of the
manner in which humans interacted with their environment dunng that time to create the modern landscape.

Cathy d'Andrea, M. Klee and
Joanna Casey. Kintampo Subsistence:
archaeological evidence from Northern
Ghana.
The Birimi site in northern Ghana has produced deposits dating to the Kintampo culture
(ceramic Late Stone Age, ca 3000 to 3500 BP) in
addttion to Middle Stone Age and Iron Age componmts. In a concerted effort to recover charred macrobotanical remains from Kintampo contexts, a
total of 493 litres of sediment from Birimi was
processed by flotation in 1996 and 1997. Results of
analyses completed to date are discussed and their
relevance to Kintampo subsistence practices are
considered.
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Koen Deforce, Hughes Doutrelepont,
Hans Beeckman and Emile Roche.
Preliminary Results of Pabeobotanical
Analyses: Ounjoungou 4000 years ago.
Until now, the palaeobotanical research of the
Ounjoungou archaeolo~calproject has focused on
the analysis of two neolithic layers of the second
millennium BC. These layers are of special interest
because botanical remains occur next to archaeological finds (ceramics, grinding stones) and
because of the variety and abundance of the botanical remains (uncharred wood, charcoal, grains.
leaves, phytoliths, pollen). Remarkable also is the
large amount of charred stems of big grasses (eg.
Oxytenanthera abyssinica). The preliminary results
of the charcoal, phytolith and pollen analyses give
us an Image of a sudanic savanna vegetation (with.
a. 0.. Daniellia oliveri and Parkiu higlohosu) with a
gallery forest along the river (with. a. o., Sggiicm
gtrineense).

Pierre de Maret and Olivier P.
Gosselain. The 'Ceramics and Society'
Project 1994-1999: results and perspectives.
The 'Ceramics and Socict?' Project was
dtn.eloped at the University of Brussels ~n order to
eltamlnc the meaning of stylistic \ar~atlonsIn potten. - on the technological. morphdryc.il or ornamental levels respectively - to dclelty neM mdels
01' ~nterprrtatlon.and to systematire the rcconstruct m 01' potten chaines operatulrcs from mhaeo10g1~alremalns To that aim. u c comhlned thrtx
cnntnstlng approaches: rthnographlc ohervat~ons.
e\perlments. and laboraton analhxs The maln
r e d t s of' the prqect include .I ~ t d l c ~ t ~(,i
o nd;lt;l
among some 80 Iingulstlc group I~\tngin 12
African and Aslan countnrs. the con~tltutronof the
I~rysstdttahase on modern African pltter,. rtudels
for approac hing social bounci3rirs In prehistcq.
ncu d ~ ~ e l o p m einn tthe
~ stud) of learnins cmtrltt,
and r n d d i t t e ~local
.
and large-scale reconstruction
01' h~stcincalprwrsses. and the rlahlratwn of nruanal?t~cal tools and referents for rcconstructlng
~tepsofthe chalnc operatoire.
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Savino Di Lernia, Maum Cremaschi,
Roberto Castelli, Giorgio Grassi,
Francesca Merighi and Luca Trombino.
Environmental Changes and Settlement
Systems in the mid-Holocene Palaeooasis of the Wadi Tanezzuft (Libyan
Sahara): preliminary results of an
intensive survey.
More than 2000 km2of the Wadi Tanezzuft
valley was intensively investigated during the last
seasons, and about 400 Holocene archaeological
sites were discovered, ranging from the Early
Acacus hunter-gatherers to food-producing communities of the Late Pastoral. During the Middle
Holocene, the Wadi Tanezzuft system, which
drained the entire Tassili-Acacus mountains, consisted of two main branches: an eastern branch
flowing northward and a western branch which fed
- through a complex delta system - a lake some 100
km' in extent. Lakes and ponds also existed in the
ergs Tariezzuft and Titersine which border the wadi.
Middle Pastoral communities settled and exploited
all the ecologcal niches of this environment: alluvial
plain, delta and shallow lakes in the ergs. Also the
fnnges of the system were frequented as indicated by
clusters of trapping stones located at the boundary of
the wet areas. At 5000 BP, at the main aridification
step. wet areas were strongly reduced (to one third of
their prwious extent), but the eastern branch of the
Tanemf3 survived for millennia to the desertlfication
and a palaeo-oasis some 80 km long existed along its
course. Fluvial activity is testified during the fourth
and third millennia BP. A high concentration of Late
Pastoral sites has been recorded inside the overbank
alluvial deposits. They are particularly rich in large
grinding stones which, together with stone hoes and
large hearths of baked clay may point to some form of
sedentism. Micromorphological evidence of soil may
Indicate some forms of plant exploitation. An interesting diversity of site distribution and density is
clearly evident from south to north. The core area of
the settlements is located close to the palaeo-oasis of
Tahala, which probably still was the richest in water
resources, allowing plant exploitation and small-scale
stock breeding. Northward, site density decreases.
Distribution, density and function of sites point to a
well-organised cultural system during the Late
Pastoral phase, adapting to a very arid climate.

.
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Alex Downing and Onsman Sow. A
Protohistoric Occupation on the Dogon
Plateau.
In 1999, due to an important erosion phenomenon, some ceramics were discovered in the
protohistoric levels of Ounjougou. The following
year, the site was excavated and more ceramics
were found in their stratigraphical context. Their
current study might help fill some of the gaps in our
knowledge about the occupation of the Dogon
plateau around the first millennium AD.

Rodolfo Fattovich. The Chronology of
Aksum (Ethiopia): Recent Evidence
from the IUO/BU Excavations at Bieta
Giyorgis.
The IUO/BU excavations at the sites of Ona
Nagast and Ona Enda Aboi Zewge on the top of the
hill of Bieta Giyorgis (Aksum), provided 3 callbrated radiocarbon dates and over fifty well dated
imported materials in a coherent stratigraphic
sequence. These data are well correlated wth the
typological sequence of the pottery. In such a way.
three maln periods of development of the Aksumlte
culture at B~staGiyorgis have been dlstmgu~shrd
I Protu-Aksum~tcPer~od.Aksumite Pmod and 1'031Aksumlte I'rnod) and dated. Moreoicr. the
.1\ksum1tePenod has been divided into four ph.isa
:lksum~tr I or Early Aksumlte. Aksurnttc 2 o r
('liiss~iAhsumlte. Aksumlte 3 or M~ddlerlh~um~tc.
and Xhsumlte 4 or Late Aksum~te In prc\ltws
repcirts ot'ths finped~tlon.the Aksum~tc3 or \11Jdlc
Aksumltr phase was named Early M~ddlcALwmltc
Trans~ttonalphase 'The absolutc chronology c m q Ins from t h t x d m 1s Proto-Aksumltc P r r l ~ d~ . i
~ ( W I - I C ( I M'.Ahaum~te I phase ca l i;(I IU -.\O
150. Xhsum~tt. 2 phase ca AD l ? ~ - . l-!?(I.~ ~ ( ~
Aksum~te phase ca A D 400 450-550. ALwmltt. 4
phaw L A .AD 550-'(K). Post- Aksumltc Pcrld ~ l t c r
AI)

-0o
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Victor Fernandez and J o d i JuanTresseras. New Data on Intensive Plant
Processing and Beer Brewing in the
Mesolithic and Neolithic Periods of
Central Sudan.
A great number of pottery sherds and stone
grinders from excavations at several Mesolithic
(7900-6900 bp) and Neolithic (5500 bp) sites in the
Blue Nile area near Khartoum (Sudan) have been
analysed for microscopic botanical remains. The
results have shown that red ochre, shell, fish, milk
fat and a variety of plants including Acacia and
Balanites seeds, Cyperus tubers, henna leaves,
Cenchrus grasses, and Sorghum and Setaria grains
were processed in those containers. As the sorghum
fermented, with yeast and starch remains, it is
inferred that several of the pots were used to brew
andlor drink some kind of alcoholic beverage as
beer, a fact that has important implications for
explaining the origins of agriculture in the area.

Niall Finneran. The Archaeology of
Landscape in Ethiopia: progress and
prospects.
Within the current climate of 'academic' and
'public' archaeology, landscape archaeology studies
are en vogue. We have moved away from strictly
we-based research orientations, and are now beginning to consider the 'site' within its macrocosmic,
landscape context. The landscape approach commends itself by its many pragmatic and interpretatlve possibilities, and now many Afncanist archaeolog~sts are beginning to see the far-reaching
prospects afforded by such research designs. This
paper outlines the results of an archaeological landscape study conducted at Aksum between 1995 and
1097; the spatial distribution of sites from all peri0 4 s IS discussed, and models for change in settlement location through the Holocene are proposed.
.A programme of future work in the region is outI~ned,and some of the more practical aspects of
cclnductmg a landscape archaeology study are discw e d .
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Jeffrey Fleisher. Establishing the
Countryside Perspective in Swahili
Archaeology, AD 800- 1500.
This paper details the preliminary results of
archaeological survey on Pemba Island, Tanzania,
aimed at recovering the largely undocumented,
silent majority of Swahili coast dwellers: those in
the smaller towns and villages in the countryside
immediately surrounding the larger, commercial
stone-town centres. I adopt this small-scale regional perspective in an effort to move discussions of
the 'Swahili Coast' into more geographicallyrestricted frames. I argue that this regional
approach, put into practice with intensive transect
survey and excavations, establishes the presence of
a ubiquitous and highly variable settlement category, the village, which has struggled to be recognized
as an important part of the Swahili past.
Additionally, I draw the outlines of changing
regional settlement patterns, suggesting that the
relationships between stone-town centres and their
associated countrysides were crucial to their development and growth during the ninth to sixteenth
centuries.

Kent Fowler. Techniques and
Conceptions of Ceramic Manufacture
during the Early Iron Age.
Iron Age ceramic research in southern A h c a
has primarily focused upon comparative studies of
style In order to define temporal and spatial boundanes of apnculturist groups. A study of ceramic
product~on(as it embodles both physical and social
phenomena) offers an alternative to ~nformationbased. theones for the study and interpretation of
material culture. In this paper, a reconstruction of
the tools and techniques used in the manufacture of
ceramlcs from the Early iron Age slte of
Ndondnndwane (780 - 960 AD) in South Afnca are
presented. A comparison is drawn between these
results and ethnographically and ethnoarchaeologically known Bantu potting practices to explore the
conceptual 'anchors' underlying pottery-making
tndltlons of early farming communities in eastern
South Afnca.
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Alain Gallay, Gregoire de Ceuninek
and Anne Mayor. The Dogon Ceramic
Traditions: contributions of an ethnoarchaeological study.
The interpretation of the ceramics discovered
in the archaeological excavations of the Central
Nigerian plateau in Mali requires the development
of actualistic models in order to better understand
the relations linking the ceramic traditions with the
settlements of the area. Research carried out by the
MAESAO in the Inner Niger Delta now cover the
whole of the Dogon country, an area where one can
study the relations existing between farmers artisanal productions and those of various clans of
blacksmiths whose wives also manufacture ceramICS.

Elena Garcea, Barbara Barich and
Carlo Giraudi The Aterian in the Jebel
Gharbi, Tripolitania, Libya: new data
for the study of the Aterian in Libya.
The archaeological mission of the University
of Rome at Jebel Gharbi, jointly directed by B. E.
Barich and G . h a g , has been carrying out research
in the area since 1989. The Jebel is situated about
80 km southwest of Tripoli, between the
Mediterranean coast to the north and the desert to
the south. Different Aterian lithic complexes were
recorded on Jalo Plateau, particularly in the Ras el
Wadi area. In particular, one site was selected for
systematic surface collection. The area appeared to
have been exploited by both Aterian and
Epipaleolithic (Iberomaurusian) peoples. Samples
of calcareous crusts related to the Aterian artefacts
were collected for stable isotope analyses and UITh
dating. The Aterian technocomplexes will be presented together with the first dating~on the calcareous crusts from the region. These results will be
also compared with the Aterian evidence from
coastal Libya and from southwestern Libya, recently located and dated in the Tadrart Acacus mountain
range.
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Kodzo Gavua. The Katamansu
Battlefield, Ghana.

Serena Giuliani. Some Considerations
about the Pan-Grave culture.

The Katamansu battlefield, near Accra, was
the site where the Ga and allied forces, including
the British, Ada, Anlo, and Fante, fought and
defeated Asante warriors under the leadership of
Nana Osei Yao Akoto in 1826 to halt wars of slavery on the coastal areas of modern Ghana. This
paper will report on two seasons of archaeological
research at the site. In addition to gathering information on the nature and function of the site, the
research project was also used to provide practical
training for final-year students of archaeology at
the University of Ghana. The paper will discuss
how historical and oral accounts, ethnoarchaeology,
settlement archaeology, excavation and other
archaeological field techniques were combined to
generate data on the battlefield. It will also attempt
to define the extent to which the site encouraged
interaction between various groups of the Ga on the
one hand, and between the Ga, the British, the
Asante and other people.

The Pan-grave culture flourished during the
first half of the second millennium BC (1800-1700
BC) along the whole Egyptian and Nubian Nile valley, as far south as the the K e r n area. Moreover
the Pan-grave culture seems to show strong connections with Jebel Mokram Group in the Kassala area
(Sudan). The archaeological evidence comes
almost entirely from fherary contexts, to a smaller
degree from Egyptian settlements and just rarely
from Pan-grave settlement sites. According to the
most common interpretation, this culture, featuring
a nomadic-pastoral economy, originated in the
Eastern Desert zone, between the Nile and the Red
Sea, and it was most probably organised in small
groups or clans. It has been hypothesised that it was
strongly linked, above all, from an economic point
of view, to the Egyptian state, which used these
people in the armies as mercenaries, or as
"police/guards" in the mining and gold-mining
areas of the desert.

Diane Gifford-Gonzalez. Why does the
Stone Age last so long in some parts of
Africa?
Archaeological research has establ~shedthat
the Afncan Iron Age was typif~edin many areas by
reglonal coexistence of farmmg, agropastoral. and
foraglng groups who engaged in variably amb~valent and Intense systems of socioeconomic Interaction One medium of exchange was iron produced
bj sedentary food producers and consumed by foragers. m exchange for vanous 'wild' commod~tles
In some reglons. houmer. foragers and even pastoralists continued to rely on stone for some time
after the ad\ent of metallurgy These cases. ~f
explmned at all. ha\e comentlonally been explained
bj lmohing the remoteness of stone-usmg peoples
from centm of more advanced technology. Thrs
paper reviews the persistence of stone-based technologies and reexamines such explanat~onsIn light
of the csotenc nature of ~ron-working in subSaharan Afnca and the nature of intergroup peer
relations

The first preliminary results obtained by a
total re-examination of all available data and information on the Pan-grave culture enlarge and partly
modify the hypothesis formulated for this culture,
both as regards the social structuring and the economlc models within the group, and the relations
with the contemporary, neighbouring Nubian cultures and Pharaonic Egypt. A strong cultural
dynamism particularly stands out, highlighted by
the uniqueness of the single Pan-grave necropolis,
both because of the ceramic production, above all
the variations of shape and decoration, as well as in
the other objects present in the funeral furnishing.
They all express a specific cultural identity, with
external influences coming from near and far.
Moreover, regarding the relations among Pangrave, C-Group and Kerma cultures, they tend to
stand out more clearly. In fact, some substantial differences in the decorative techniques of the pottery
may mark a boundary line between the Pan-grave
culture and the C-Group and Kerma cultures, which
have been considered more or less homogeneous
until now because of their traditions and origins.
Furthermore, concerning the relation between Pangrave and Egypt, the discovery of Pan-grave cemeteries and findings along the entire Nile valley
would indicate that the presence of this ethnic
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group, because of historical and social processes in
a defining phase can't be merely incidental, as has
been hypothesised until now. On the contrary, it
probably was strongly inserted in the Egyptian
social and urban scene, making up a constant,
although minor, percentage of the whole population.

Haskel Greenfield. Intrasettlement
Spatial Organisation of Early Iron Age
Societies in Southern Africa: a view
from Ndondondwane, South Africa.
Over the years, competing explanations have
been proposed for the spatial organization of EIA
villages in southern Ahca. Until recently, no EIA
village was investigated in a manner that allowed
rigorous testing of the various models. Recently, an
international team from Canada and South Africa
has completed its investigation of the EIA site of
Ndondondwane, the type site for the EIA phase of
the same name in KwaZulu-Natal, South Africa.
The site appears to be of short-term occupation (50100 years), and thus has the potential to reveal a
great deal about settlement layout and the lntra-site
spatial dynamics of an EIA community. The
research demonstrated that there were two major
areas of occupation: 1 ) the central zone. which
Included a livestock kraal, iron forges. ivory workshop. large central huts, and ritual objects; and ?) a
peripheral zone. consisting of a senes of domest~c
complexes. In tts generalities. the data supports the
theoretical model k n o w as the Central Cattle
Pattern to predict the spatial organlzatlon of Iron
Age villages in southern Afnca. However. many of
the sprc~frcsbeha\.~ouralcorrelates o f the model
are not supported. This paper will present new data
from the EIA ( c a eighth century AD) village site of
I\ldondondwane as a test of the applicahil~tyof the
Central Cattle Pattern model to the settlement patterns of EIA communitres In southern Afnca.

Detlef Gronenborn. The mai-mabuji
system in SE Borno.
The mai-mabus1 system evolved at the margins of the terntory of the Kanem-Borno emprre
dunng its heyday in the sixteenth century. The term
In the Kanuri language means 'lesser mai'. Mai
being the denomination for traditional rulers in the
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wider region. During the expansion of Borno's
sphere of influence a number of non Muslim polities were incorporated into the dominant Islamic
state. These former independent polities became
Islamized, their political leaders often adopted parts
of the admnistrative structure of Borno into their
own systems. Nevertheless, their status was that of
semi-independence, at least until the beginning of
the nineteenth century when the empire was reorganised and formally closely affiliated to the central government. The paper examines these processes of incorporation and related ethnic changes in SE
Borno from historical as well as archaeological
viewpoints. The time period covered reaches from
the twelfth century to the beginning of the twentieth
century.

Randi Haaland. Furnace and Pot: why
is the Wollaita iron smelter a big-pot
maker?
This ethnographic study was conducted in
March this year among iron smelters in southwest
Ethiopia. People here are still smelting iron, probably one of the last areas where this is performed.
This is due to the isolation of the area. They use a
low shaft furnace made of clay, with a slag-pit. The
work is done by caste-like specialists in iron smelting. Intermarriage is prohibited and they belong to
an endogamous group, a social category set apart
from others. The relationship between blacksmithing tasks and blacksmith identity is, however.
more complicated than we thought, as our case
study will illustrate. The main 'castes' and occupations are as follows: Mallalcitizens, farmers, rulers;
Wqptcheliron forgers; Dogeleltanners; Gitamannaiiron smelter; Mannalpotters (rank lowest).
The important distinction is between the three
castes Mrgutche. Gira-manna (the big-pot makers)
and Manna. They cannot intermarry since they
belong to different castes. However the task of
smelting is conceptually associated with the task of
pot making not with forging. If there is no blacksmith ( Wugatche) in an area the iron smelters (Gitamanna) will do the forging of iron tools. This does
not, however, imply rise in rank. We shall here
address some issues relating to maintenance of such
social distinctions despite a certain fluidity of the
productive tasks associated with the three identities.
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Anne Haour. Recent Research at
Kufan Kanawa, Central Niger.
As part of a doctoral thesis focusing on trade
and ethnicity, three field visits were made to the
Republic of Niger, West Afnca. Special attention
was paid to the abandoned site of Kufan Kanawa in
central Niger. Kufan Kanawa seems to be of great
importance in reconstructing the complex culture
history of the area, yet it is little-researched.
Archaeological remains still visible include stone
walling to a height of 3 m and an approximate
perimeter of 6 km,ample surface finds, and the
remains of smaller-scale stone walls. Oral tradition
states that this site was the original location of the
Hausa metropolis of Kano. The preliminary results
of research involving mapping of the visible structures, survey of the surface material, and collection
of oral traditions, are presented here, with suggestions for further work.

Richard Helm. Settlement and
Subsistence Change in the Coastal
Hinterland of Kenya.
East African coastal history is commonly presented within a homogenous and bounded framework. Hence archaeologists use ceramic typologres
and t.thnol~ngu~st~c
correlates to define fixed cultural entrtles. Often restricted to specif~cgeographleal focr. these o\wsimplified constructs are used to
extrapolate broad cross regional statements about
socli+economrc organ~sation and development
7h1s paper argues that such general~sedh~storirs
reduce the Inherent reg~onalvanabil~tythat 1s nnu
becum~ng~ncreasmglyevident. The existing cultural-h~storrcframework for the coastal h~nterland
of Kenya ~llustntest h ~ swell. Dnrnrnated by a tradrt~onalcuastal hrst~mvgraphy.the pattern of' Intermlttent occupatron. f~rst by early ~ron-work~ng.
t'arm~ngci~mmun~t~es
dunng the th~rdcentury AD.
and agarn fdlow~ngan assumed later s ~ ~ t e e ncenth
t u n northern d~spersalfrom Shungwaya. can no
longer he aicepted. 1;srng a landscape based
approach. s u n q and excavation has demonstrated
f ~ r me\ ~Jencefor 3 continuous and rvolvmy Ironwork~ng.farm~ngcultural sequence spannlng the
early-f~rstto late-second m~llennrumAD. Changes
In settlemmt stze and location through time, and a
correspondmg vanability in associated matenal
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culture are explored. Rather than identifying disparate and static so-called 'Iron Age' entities, the
emerging evidence reflects a complex interplay of
overlapping and dynamic social and economic
regional continuity.

Christopher Henshilwood. Blombos
Cave: an update on the 1999-2000
excavations.
Blombos Cave contains Middle Stone Age
deposits provisionally dated between 70 - 100 kya.
Three major occupation phases have been identified. The Still Bay, or upper phase is typified by
large numbers of bifacial foliate points. The middle
phase contains bone tools and few bifacials. Both
disappear in the lower phase that is dominated by
dense shellfish deposits. Ochre is ubiquitous.
Artefacts unusual in a MSA context include shaped
and ground bone tools and deliberately engraved
ochre. An alkaline matrix has preserved most
organic waste and during the past four years a sizable sample and range of animal bone and shellfish
has been recovered, suggesting a broad subsistence
base. Preliminary analyses suggest occupation during a warm phase of the Last Glacial &ith a nearby
shoreline. We believe Blombos Cave may be a key
site in understanding the development of fully
modem human behaviour during the Late
Pleistocene in Afnca.

Elisabeth Hildebrand. Differences
Between Domestic and Forest-Growing
Enset in southwest Ethiopia:
implications for early plant husbandry
and domestication processes.
Comparisons between indigenous crops and
therr wild progenitors have elucidated domesticstlon processes in many centres of agricultural oriyns. but not yet been undertaken for all Ethiopian
domesticates. This field study evaluated indigenous beliefs about differences between garden and
forest enset (Enset \~entricosum(Welw) Cheesman,
Musacenae) growing at similar altitude and rainfall
in southwest Ethiopia. Differences described by
expert farmers were tested through measurement of
279 individual plants, and cooking experiments.
Most indigenous observations held true: forest and
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garden enset differ in their waxy coating on the ventral leaf, and tendency to discolour upon cutting.
Domestic enset is less fertile, and flowers and dies
at smaller dimensions. Its narrower base and smaller coms continued well after enset was brought into
the gardens. Maintenance of sufficient enset populations, expansion of enset's distribution, and
increased corm palatability are among possible
motives of the first enset propagators.

Diane L. Hohnes. The 'discovery' of a
modern human cranium from a Middle
Palaeolithic level at the cave site of Dar
es Soltan 1 in Morocco.
In the 1930s, the remains of two skeletons
were found in the Dar es Soltan 1 cave on the
Atlantic coast of Morocco. They were poorly preserved but the cranium of one was able to be reconstructed. I t was pronounced to be of "Mechta el
Arbi" type, and ever since then, ~t has k e n assumed
to be of Epipalaeolithic age. Howt~er.a careful
readlng of the original site report hy Annand
Ruhlmann ( 1 95 I ) suggests that 11 IS. 111 fact. much
ulder and 1s associated with the 511ddlc Pala~ol~th~c
Ater~;in Industry. Anatomlcall\ modern human
rernslns \rere later found In the neat+? L J I C c d I ) c l r
e\ Solran t i from a depos~twerlan t.! li.\cl\ ion-
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space, and the change from mud to stone walls will
be considered through archaeological evidence.

Eric Huysecom and Sylvain Ozainne.
The Neolithic Populations of the Third
and Second Millennia BC in the Dogon
Country (Mali).
Many Neolithic remains have been discovered at the site of Ounjougou (Mali) during excavations between 1994 and 1999. They came from several different settlements and from distinct stratigraphical layers. The very early appearance of pottery, as early as the eighth millennium BC, is currently confirmed by five absolute datings. We also
discovered, during the third millennium BC, a population using grinding material and pottery showing
stylistic affinities with the Saharan cultural facies.
Along the valley, varve deposits dating from the
second millennium BC revealed many pottery fragments in different layers and stone structures associated with different anthropic remains (grindstones, grooved stones) and many macro remains.
This apparently represents a succession of settlements around the edge of the natural dam lake. The
inhabitants seem to have cultivated millet along the
valley.

Timothy Insoll. The Origins of
Timbuktu.

Mark Horton. The Origins of the
SH ahili House.

This paper describes archaeological research
undertaken in Timbuktu in 1998. Both survey and
tnal excavation (the first within the city itself) were
completed with interesting results. A complex
sequence of occupation deposits were revealed of
late (eighteenth-century) date with associated
ceramlc assemblages. The recovery of this material.
which IS briefly discussed has allowed the formulation of a detailed methodology for future research.
The results of this exploratory phase of research are
placed in their regional context.
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Zenobia Jacobs and Stephan
Woodburn. Dating the Archaeological
and Environmental Units from
Blombos Cave.
Blombos Cave contains the Still Bay industry
that is not yet convincingly located within the
Middle Stone Age chronology of southern Afnca.
Early work at Peers Cave is now considered to be
controversial particularly in respect of the stratigraphic relationship between the Still Bay and the
Howiesons Poort industries.
Although the
Howiesons Poort has not been found in Blombos
Cave, the absolute dates from this site can be compared with those obtained for Howiesons Poort
assemblages elsewhere. Luminescence dates place
the Still Bay somewhere in the range 75 - 1 0 ka.
The precision of the age determination is affected
by the mobility of radioactive elements in the sltc
and Insufficient zeroing of the sediments. Uranlumserles d~sequilibrium dates on the sedlmen~ar\.
rnatns and on marine shell indicate that uranlum
mobillty 1s substantial. Although the absolute d a t a
lack preclslon at this stage, the evidence suggests
that the Stlll Bay is older than the Howlesonh I'trrn
that has been dated to 60 - 70 ka at D~epkloc\l'<'~\c

Kinherley S. Jones. The Archaeola~t
of 1)oulo. Northern Cameroon.
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Stefanie Kahlheber. Innovation and
Constancy: the vegetal food supply in
the Iron Age of Northern Burkina Faso.
When compared with the previous Late Stone
Age, the beginning of the Iron Age in northern
Burkina Faso is marked by radical changes in settlement patterns and subsistence strategies. Though
pearl millet (Pennisetum glaucum), already known
in the Late Stone Age, remains the staple crop, the
fruits and seeds of woody plants are invariably gathered the appearance of several other food plants
like pulses announces the invention of the new
cropping systems. The intensification of agriculture
accompanying the new sedentary way of life results
in the development of agroforestry systems.
Throughout all periods of the lron Age the crop
assemblage and subsistence strategies remain comparably constant and innovations like Sorghum
bicolor, occurring sporadically in the Middle Iron
Age, never gain economic importance.

Kenneth Kelly. Historical Archaeology
in Coastal Benin: Savi and its place in
the Atlantic trade.
Smce 199 1 historical archaeological research
h.13 k e n undertaken at Savi, the ruined capital of
the tlueda state, located near modem Ouidah. For
more than sixty years this important town was a
principal destination of European traders seeking to
Jcqulre captlve Africans for sale to the plantation
eion~muesof the New World. This paper will
r o riu archaeological research that has shed light
tm :\fncan agency in the negotiation of the impacts
wrought by European trade, emphasising data from
the ellte dlstrlct ofthe town. I t will also briefly disc u s ~the Importance of historic archaeological work
Llr strengthentng the links between African archaet&\p. and the archaeology of the African diaspora.

Kairn Klieman. The Introduction of
lron in the Congo Panhandle: linguistic
evidence for its impact on farming and
forest-specialist communities.
Based on linguistic evidence collected among
both farmlng and forest-specialist (Pygmy) communitlcts of northern Congo, this paper will present
hypotheses as to when, where, and from what direc-
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tion iron tools and technologies were introduced
into the regon. Historical evidence to attest the
changed nature of social and economic relations
between the two types of societies will be presented as well, and correlations with archaeological
data will be made where possible.

Francis Korkor. Inter-site Variability
between Kintampo 'Neolithic' Complex
Sites in Ghana.
Although Kintampo complex sites share similar material culture, and hence make it easy to
identify them, there is also a clear inter-site variation that has so far not been documented. This paper
is a detailed study aimed at exploring the range of
ceramic variability between Kintampo 'neolithic'
complex sites in Ghana. A comparative study of
pottery materials from the site of Nkukus Buoho 9
recently excavated by the author), and that of other
published and unpublished Kintampo sites is presented. The paper tries to find explanations for the
similarities and differences in the pottery decorations, paste and order of placement of decorations
on pottery, from various sites. The final part of the
paper looks at the implications of increasing sedentism. during the course of Kintampo cultural occupation for organizational changes and its relationship to expanding trade networks.

Richard Kuba. Cultural Contacts
between the Savanna and the Forest:
trade along the river Niger.
As archaeological evidence for inter-regional
trade along the river Niger south of Gao from the
e~ghthor nmth century onwards IS getting stronger
11 1s time to look at the cultural consequence of such
a north-south trade Imking up the hnges of the
Sahara u ~ t hthe savanna and the ram forest. In histoncal times, lnternal and external written sources
talk about the Wangara, Muslim traders originating
from Mall. Bit it seems that these have partly taken
over older networks. These networks were probably
organ~zedby non-lslam~ctrading groups. The paper
argues that much of the cultural similarities found
along the N~gersouth of Gao could be attributed to
cultural contacts promoted by such trading groups.
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Sibel Bamt Kusimba and M. Chapruka
Kusimba. Later Stone Age
Archaeology at Tsavo, Kenya.
Scholars of complex societies are only beginning to understand the profound role that rural hinterlands play in the origins of cities and states. In
Africa, few archaeologists have examined socioeconomic relationships between cities -and their
rural hinterlands. On the East African coast, the
focus on cities and elite settlements contributes to
the view that Swahili cities were foreign colonies.
Our 1997-2000 survey and excavation of the Tsavo
region, 200 km inland from the Kenya coast, has
collected data towards the goal of understanding .
how growing coast-Tsavo interactions transformed
foragers and food producers in Tsavo 5000 BP 1800 AD. We will report on survey data of pastoralist, hunter-gatherer, and agriculturalist land use
and trade patterns with each other and with coast
merchants.

Paul Lane. Hearth and Home in the
Iron Age of Eastern Africa: ethnographic models, historical linguistics
and the archaeological evidence.
With the possible exception of recent work on
the symbolism of iron technology, there have been
few archaeological studies which provide some
insight into the small scale social dynamics of Iron
Age societies in Eastern Afnca. Instead, archaeologists have tended to rely on models developed
from historical linguistics and ethnography in order
to answer such questions as i) What types of homes
did people live in and how was this space organized? and ii) What were the gender divisions in
society and the nature of relationships between
young and old? This paper will provide a critical
assessment of these models in the light of available
archaeological evidence from across the region. By
way of conclusion, some suggestions for future
research directions and changes in excavation
methodologies will be made.
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Amy Lawson. Shot from a Cannon:
archaeological adventures in the
Gambia.

Anders Lindahl. Living on a Kopje:
interaction between man and landscape.

This paper summarizes pioneering archaeological fieldwork undertaken by the author during
three field seasons (1998, 1999, 2000) in The
Gambia, West Afhca. The archaeological research
discussed focuses on the identification and investigation of Iron Age habitation sites in the Central
Gambian River Valley. These Iron Age sites are
associated with a number of megalithic stone circles and alignments dating to the latter half of the
first millennium AD. Archaeological survey of an
approximately 100 square km area has been aimed
at uncovering significant patterning in Iron Age settlement location. Much attention has also been paid
to the spatial relationship between settlement sites
and stone circle monuments. The settlement analysis performed to date has led to a greater understanding of sociopolitical organization in this
region of West Ahca. In addition, archaeological
excavation undertaken at a number of Iron Age settlement and activity sites has increased our knowledge of the lifeways of the groups responsible for
the creation of stone circle monuments.

During two short field trips in 1998 and 1999
within the framework of the project 'Ceramics
metal craft and settlement in south-eastem
Zimbabwe since ca 1400 AD' we have acquired
very interesting and to some extent unique results
concerning the utilization and organization of settlements. The foci of the investigation have been
threefold: archaeological excavations, surveying
and ethnoarchaeolo~calstudies. Brought together,
the results give new ideas for models of interpretation not least of how people perceived the landscape
and their place within it. Obvious to someone
studying the Zimbabwe tradition is that localization
of settlements to manifest features in the landscape
such as hills was of great importance. Equally
important was the natural stones and rock outcrops
and even trees within a site were used when planning the organising the settlement. In this study we
use a number of parameters when trying to understand the relationship between people and landscape, each one representing different levels of
interaction. Settlement pattern is studied on a
regional scale (clusters of Zimbabwes in different
areas) and a local scale (large Zimbabwes within an
area - eg. Kagumbudzi and Muchuchu are compared to smaller sites in the surrounding landscape). To detern-fine contemporaneity and establish a settlement sequence is of great importance to
these investigations. On the settlement level the
layout as well as construction details of the houses
(the relation between dhaka walls, stone walls, natural rocks, location and shape of platforms in the
houses. wall decoration etc.) is studied.
Furthermore, cultural attributes such as ceramic
vessels and metal objects with a special emphasis
on the manufacture including quarrying and processing the raw material and shaping the object)
and decoration are used in order to bring out the
individuals and their role in the landscape.

Adria LaViolette. Pujini as a place
lived: domestic life in a fifteenth1
sixteenth century Swahili palace.
1 ha\.e argued previously that the political and
h~stor~cal
Importance of the Swahili site of Pujmi
on Pernba Island Tanzanla. seems to have been
greater than its small size population rnlght indicate. and that ~t deserves analysis as a major player
on par w~thlarger stone towns In its contemporary
Iron Age reg~onalsystem. Pujini was not really a
town. howmer. but a palatlal home. probably to
fewer than f'tfty people at a tlme over less than a
century I t cornpr~sed a handful of carefully
arranged llnked stone bu~ldlngswithin an ostentatlous. yet pnct~cal.nrnpart. In thts paper I focus on
the d a l l ~Inrs of the men and women who llved
w ~ t h ~that
n palatla1 complex, lncludlng thelr organlwtlon of domest~cspaces. the evidence for productlon and consumption of goods, the ~ n d ~ c a t ~ofo n
o\erlapplng splntual practices, and the res~dents'
symbol~callynch use of fme arch~tecturalelaboratlons In pmate quarters.
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Diane Lyons and Cathy D'Andrea. An
Ethnoarchaeological Study of Griddle
Cooking Technologies in Highland
Ethiopia
Archaeological evidence indicates that
ceramic gnddles (mogogo)have been used in highland Ethiopia since the last few centuries of the first
millennium BC (Dombrowski). Griddle cooking in
the Ethiopian highlands may be associated with a
need to increase fuel efficiency or to use other fuels
for cooking as deforestation progressed in PreAksumite times. Reliable archaeobotanical study of
ancient crops relies on the recovery of charred plant
remains which is in turn affected by the nature of
cooking technologies. This paper presents the
results of an ethnoarchaeological study of griddle
cooking in Adi Ainawalid, a small village located
15 km north of Mekelle. In this region, ceramic
griddles are set onto clay-covered stone fire boxes.
The study assesses the potential for preserving (or
destroying) botanic remains with this technology.

Scott MacEachern. Settlements, Horses
and Political Complexity around the
Mandara Mountains.
Eltcakat~ons at A~ssa Duae. northern
Cameroon, dunng the m~d-1990s resulted In the
d~scokeryof equ~dremalns. H h~chhake nou been
dated to the sebenth or e~ghthcrnturles A D These
are among the earllest d~rectly-datedhorse remalns
Lnwn In West Afnca. and rndlcdte that d~fferent~al
access to t h ~ ssoc~ally-and m~l~tanly
Important amma1 rv~stedamong the communltles of the southern
Lake Chad basm dunng a per~od*hen substantla1
settlements were becom~ng estahl~shed In the
reyon Th~spaper u ~ l examlnc
l
the ~mpl~catlons
of
these d~sco\encsfor our understand~ng of soc~al
s
dunng the
and polltlcal de~elopmentsIn t h ~ replon
late-f~rstand early-second m~llenniaA D

Sonja Magnavita and Christoph PeIzer.
Tombs of Kissi: archaeological evidence
of early trade contacts in northern
Burkina Faso.
In 1996, archaeological investigation in a
cemetery and settlement mound near the Mare de
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Kissi, Province of Oudalan, Burkina Faso, revealed
graves of pre-Islamic times dating to the sixth and
seventh centuries AD. The grave-goods indicate a
hierarchized social system of the inhumated as well
as different kinds of trade connections - local, interregional and long-distance trade. The latter can be
assumed by finds like cowries, glass beads, swords
and brass objects which indcate transSaharan trade
in pre-Arabic times.

Andrea Manzo. Skeumorphy in
Aksumite pottery? Remarks on the
origins and meanings of some ceramic
types*
Among the problems posed by the study of
ceramic productions, the question the origins of the
Aksurnite pottery tradition is crucial because of the
implications it has for our understanding of the cultural history of ancient Ethiopia. In fact, the
Aksumite pottery tradition looks very distinctive
and quite different from the pre-Aksumitel EthioSabean production. Recently the protohistorical
ceramic traditions in which the roots of Aksumite
ceramics might lie were pointed out. This paper will
focus on the contribution given to the rise of the
Aksumite pottery tradition by shapes and decorations imitating glass and metal vessels. Some
remarks on the possible meanings of this selective
imitation will be proposed as well.

Bertram Mapunda. The Forgotten '
Homes of the Chiefs.
The archaeology of the architecture in eastern
A h c a has, for a long time now, been skewed
towards the coastal stone monuments. Very little
has been conducted in the interior. This imbalance
is more evident in Tanzania than in Kenya or
Uganda (thanks to the efforts of John Sutton.
Merrick Posnansky, and others). In this paper I provide and discuss factors that have led to the
research imbalance. I also provide a survey of the
major architectural structures found in the interior
of Tanzania, assess their preservation quality and
discuss their cultural and archaeological values.
Finally, I appeal to researchers to turn their attention to these.
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Fiona Marshall. An
Ethnoarchaeological Study of the Use
of Wild and Cultivated Leafy Green
Vegetables by Mik ap Oom Okiek of
the western Mau Escarpment, Kenya.
This study documents the use of wild and
weedy greens among Mik ap Oom Okiek families
of the western Mau forests of Kenya. Plants collected for 53 family meals were identified and
weighed. Leafy greens were the most commonly
eaten fresh plant food, weeds of cultivation,
Solan~rmnigrtrtn and Anlaranthus graecizans being
the most preferred. Wild greens were not commonly eaten by the Okiek in the past. Even as a
staple they are only planted when they do not grow
conveniently or abundantly in the wild. The use of
wild and weedy greens is strongly associated with
settled lifestyles, disturbed ground and the adoption of agriculture by Okiek families.

Charles Mather. Ethnoarchaeological
Research on Shrines in Northern
Ghana.
Throughout Northern Ghana, shrlnes to the
ancestors and other Important splntual entitles and
forces arc regularly provided wlth libations and sac.r~f'lzes Althuugh these objects have great ritual
Impcmancc they are pr~manlycomprised of cnmman. r\cryday matennls such as ceram~c\ebselb.
\tones. Iron plwghh and hangles. and anlrnal horn3
I thno;1rchneolog1~';1lresearch was conducted
arncmgst thc Kusas~.a soc~et! of (iur-bpeaL~ng
p.m~l~nt'd
farmers The goals of the research uerc
t o i ~ . ~ t at 'tyl~log! of shr~nes.rxarnlne the dlmlt;U ~ I oCf shnncs
~
In and around homesreadx. determ n c tht' l~L.cl~hooJthat shnnrs are dcpo\~ted~nto
thc .~rcll;~colog~zd
rec.orci. and examlne htm xhnnc\
~~ontrl
t7u1c 1 0 the t;rrm;~t~on
of local landscapex art4
sctllcrnent\ I ' t l ~ \ paper u ~ l lrevleu sumc of the
f r n J ~ n pt'rtm thc rcwarch

Amn Mazel and A. I.. Watchman.
Ilating the Natal 1)rakcnsberg Rock
Paintings.
In t h ~ spaper u.e report on the radiocarbon
dat~ngof roclr palntlngs In the central and northern
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Natal Drakensberg, South Africa. Eight dates have
been obtained and excluding one date (980 bp) they
fall in the last 500 years bp and between 1760 and
2640 bp. The 980 bp date derives from the crust
overlying a painting. These direct dates on the
paintings provide us with new insights into the age
of the Drakensberg rock paintings and also enable
us to start developing a chronological relationship
between material recovered from archaeological
excavations and the rock paintings. For example,
information gleaned from Drakensberg rockshelter
excavations indicate that there was a hiatus in
hunter-gatherer occupation in the area between
1600 and 600 bp; interestingly, and excluding the
date of 980 bp, none of the Drakensberg rock-painting dates fall within this hiatus, but are on either
side of it.

Sally McBrearty and Christian Tryon.
Resolving the Acheulian to Middle
Stone Age Transition through
Tephrostratigraphy in the Kapthurin
Formation, Kenya.
The end of the long-lived Acheulian industry
is significant, large-scale Middle Pleistocene
behavloural event. The Kapthurin Formation spans
the Acheulian to Middle Stone Age transition and
provides key information on its nature and timing.
The formation, about 12-150 m thick, forms part of
the sedimentary sequence in the Tugen Hills. west
of Lake Baringo. The Bedded tuff, K4, is an airfall
tuff unit within the formation that is exposed over
an arra of ca 20 km2. Sites of Acheulian, Sangoan
and M~ddleStone Age affinities occur within minor
palarosols developed on individual beds of K4.
(ieochem~calfingerprinting of the beds by electron
m~croprobe analysis provides formation-wide
marker horizons, allowing fine-scale chronological
control and facilitating the study of variation among
contemporary sites. '%rrUAr determinations suggest that the archaeological occurrences date to c.
300 ka, and the weak palaeosol development and
elemental composition of the beds indicate intermlttent tephra deposition of K 4 over a fairly brief
span of time.
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Peter Mitchell. Archaeology and The
Lesotho Highlands Water Project.
The Lesotho Highlands Water Project will
impound water along several of the rivers of the
Lesotho Highlands and transfer it through a series
of tunnels into the Vaal River system of South
Ahca. The Project's 1986 Feasibility Study noted
the importance of Lesotho's largely unstudied
archaeological heritage and recommended that serious attention be given to mitigating the impact of
the project upon the archaeological record.
Recognizing that Lesotho has a poorly developed
archaeological infrastructure and no functioning
national museum, major recommendations included: I ) creating a Heritage and Scientific Research
Organization; 2) taking measures to mitigate
impact; and 3) mounting a detailed survey and
reconnaissance project. All impacted areas of the
first construction phases have included surveys of
rock art sites, open-air artifact scatters and occupled rock-shelters. Detailed records of painted sites
were made and particularly important panels
removed for safekeeping. Howmer. several problems still remain: 1 ) very little of the work carned
out so far has been published and thus made accessrble to mterested researchers; 2 ) most of the work
undertaken in the 1990s was carned out by a prrvate
agency that lacked the resources of a major museum or unrversity department; 7 ) onl? (me I.rrsotho
natlve rrcervrd academic archaeolop~altnrnrng (a
D.A.): and 4 ) very little of the research w a s dime
wrth the authonsat~onof, or In Irasron with the hxal
authontres. Sluch more seriously. nathlng at all has
been done In the other areas t i t k ~mpaztedby
iuturr constructron phases. I t IS therefore csScnt~al
that the comprehens~vcreconnarbsance and sun?
w r k rdrntrfied as a prronty rn the IVW Feasrhlrty
Stud! he rn~tratedrmmedratttl!. Onl> the docloprnenr of an ~nd~penous
a r c h a r c h ~ p rnfr~shvcture
~~~l
anJ tull uw of rnternatlonal ac~dcmi, rmurcts.
appropnatcl funded b?; the 1 csothc~~ n dSouth
Ahcan (iovrrnments and rnternatronal dl~non.can
do ~ustrceto the problem that Icwrnb
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Paul Mupira. Local Traditions and the
Archaeological Landscape in Nyanga
District (NEZimbabwe).
This paper critically examines some local histories and oral traditions relating to the complex
archaeological landscape in Nyanga District. The
purpose of such an examination is to get an understanding of the underlying problem of establishing
the identity of the originators of the terraced apparently agricultural landscape. Thus far local histories
and traditions have failed to solve the problem conclusively while ethnographic evidence is rather
scanty and unreliable. Against this paucity of local
traditions linked with this major agricultural technology innovation in the sub region, increased
archaeological research has seen more useful data
retrieved that could augment the information
gleaned from the former. The paper is based on attitude surveys on the ancient agricultural landscape
that were carried out in 1994-95. Some of the
results of the survey are relevant to debate on the
identity of the builders of the terraces and pit structures.

Katharina Neumam. Africa
Behindhand? The late development of
agriculture in sub-Saharan Africa
This paper focuses on the causes for the late
emergence of African plant food production. In
contrast with other continents, it seems that agriculture did not play an important role for subsistence
In Africa before Iron Age times. Savannas are the
dominant vegetation type on the Afncan continent.
and it is argued that environmental resources of
these wooded grasslands were rich enough to prevent the development of labour-intensive agnculture for several millennia during the final phases of
the Later Stone Age. Starting from West Ahcan
case studies, an overview on the evidence for early
agriculture in African savannas is given and natural
and cultural conditions for its establishment are discussed.
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Neil Norman. Through the Medium of
the Vessel: using ethnoarchaeology to
distinguish ritual characteristics of Fon
pottery in southern Benin.
Archaeologists investigating historical sites
on the African continent are often challenged when
attempting to interpret artefacts that were created
by indigenous groups. This difficulty stems in part
from the paucity of ethnographic and ethnohistoric
information that has been collected regarding
Afncan material culture. This paper presents the
results from an ethnoarchaeological research project among members of the Fon ethnolinguist~c
group living in the towns of Savi and Ouidah, both
of which are located in southern Benin. The goal of
this study was to record the functional, contextual,
and ideological characteristics that make certaln
classes of ceramics appropriate for ritual use. These
contemporary characteristics are compared agalnst
ethnohistoric and archaeological material from the
region to better understand the degree of transformatlon and continuity associated with ritual pottery.

Furniko Ohinata. Archaeology of Ironusing Farming Community sites in
Swaziland.
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Isaya Onjala. Spatial Distribution and
Settlement Systems of the Stone
Structures of Southwestern Kenya.
This work discusses the late Iron age settlement pattern and system of the stone structures,
called Ohingini, found in the Lake Victoria region
of southwestern Kenya. Environmental, historical
and socio-political factors are discussed in relation
to the outcome of nearest neighbour and cluster
analyses of the structure locations. A set of settlement location rules is proposed to explain the distribution of settlements in the landscape.

Christoph Pelzer. Amhaeological
Excavations in Northeastern Burkina
Faso and the Niger Bend in the Middle
Ages: balancing different kinds of facts
and imagination.
With the excavation of a grave-site in Kissi,
In the sahelian zone of northeastern Burkina Faso,
the archaeological project of Frankfurt University
got mvolved in the process of interpreting archaeological finds in a historical way. Kissi, dating
roughly from the sixthiseventh century AD, highI~ghtedthe problem of interpretation of pre Arabic
Wbt Ahca, biased from the absence of written
sources for the area. Recent excavation of a house
complex in Oursi fiom the tenth century AD faces
us w i t h the problem how to read architecture and
matenal culture in terms of social styructure and
pollttcal oreganisation. Presenting excavation
results from Kissi and Oursi and their historical
merrnlng, the paper tnes to outline the possibilities
of rrshaplnp or redefining historical ideas. At the
same time. it focuses on the limits of the often
expressed hope that archaeology will solve open
problems In Afncan history.

Jacke Phillips. Shire, west of Aksum.
The polit~calcentres of both the Aksumite
and earlier D'MT c~vilisationand empire lay at
Aksurn and (apparently) Yeha nearby, in northern
Eth~op~a.
Both these sites are far inland from the
Red Sea from which they derived either (or both)
the~rculture and their income. To date, archaeolog~calexploration of these civilisations has concentrated only on the areas east of Aksum, whilst the
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region farther west has hardly been investigated or
even considered. A multidisciplinary survey of the
regon west of Aksum is now in preparation, in
order to investigate the probability that k t h e r
material remains will be uncovered that should provide light on the relationship eastwards between the
Ethiopian highlands and the lowlands of eastern
Sudan. This paper will consider the material evidence so far known concerning this region and its
role as a conduit between the highlands (and coast)
and the lowlands, and the potential rewards of a
regional survey here.

David Phillipson. The Age and
Significance of the Aksum Stelae Park.
Excavations between 1993 and 1997 have
permitted a much improved understanding of the
central elite burial ground at ancient Aksum, now
known as the Stelae Park. Earlier research had
established that the area began to be used for burials around the first century AD, when it was gradually built up as a series of platforms and terraces.
The three largest stelae, carved in representation of
multi-storeyed buildings, all date to the first half of
the fourth century. The smallest, the still-erect Stela
3, is probably the earliest. followed by the slightly
larger Stela 7 which was taken to Italy in 1937. The
largest, Stela 1 , probably never successfully erected,
was intended to mark two elaborate monumental
tombs. One of these tombs has been comprehensively excavated. The collapse of Stela 1 seems
broadly to have coincided with the adoption of
C'hr~st~an~ty
at Aksum. The nearby underground
Tomb of the Brick Arches is of the same general
per~od.containing rich grave goods includmg fineI! caned ~ v o y .The paper will ~ncludea descriptlon o f the newly investigated monuments and their
chronology. together with a cons~derationof thew
s~gn~f'mnce
In understandmg the development of
Aksumite ci\.ilisation.

Laurel Phillipson. A Technical and
Stylistic Consideration of Aksumite
Ivoy Working.
Flnely worked ivories, including elaborately
turned and caned furniture elements, recovered in
1993- 1996 from several contexts in Aksum,
Eth~opia.grve evidence of indigenous craft skills.
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Some pieces invite the probable reconstruction of
an important ivory throne which predates extant
comparable European examples. Consideration of
its design features has major significance in terms of
broad issues of international art and cultural history.

Innocent Pikirayi The Batoka
Hydroelectric Dam on the Middle
Zambezi River: the impact of its
construction on archaeological
resources and implications for cultural
heritage.
The Batoka Project proposes to generate .
hydroelectricity 50 krn downstream from Victoria
Falls. With a volume of over 4 million cubic metres,
Batoka is a large dam, though not as extensive as
Kariba. Environmental impact studies fimded by
the World Bank in the early 1990s resulted in the
discovery of about 60 archaeological sites dating
from the Early Pleistocene until recent times.
These sites will be impacted by infrastructural
development near the dam wall. One significant site
is Chemapato 'Island' which was formed by down
cutting of the river. It has substantial pottery
remains and mostly-complete vessels. Excavations
are required to determine the length of occupation,
depth of stratigraphy, and full cultural importance
of the site, which could be declared a national monument. Flood levels must also be monitored as the
river could undercut and destroy the site. Other Iron
Age sites were also recorded. This paper reviews
the results of these archaeological investigations,
considers lessons learned from the archaeological
studies (or lack thereof) of the Kariba and Cabora
dams, and makes recommendations for dealing
with the future impact of dams upon the archaeological record.

Merrick Posnansky. The Volta Basin
Research Project in Ghana 1963-70 and
other West Africa Dam Projects: learning from the experience.
The Volta Basin Research Project in Ghana
was the most ambitious archaeological salvage programme ever conducted in West Africa. Based at
the University of Ghana it served as a catalyst for
later regional archaeological surveys on the forest
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fringes and in the northeast of Ghana. It provided
historical and archaeological data on the Gonja
area, part of the 'middle belt' which had been
depopulated during the Slave Trade era by aggressive states both to the north and south. Insights were
provided on the role of long-distance trade. Though
a large number of excavations were conducted and
valuable data recovered for establishing a ceramic
chronology, underpinned by radiocarbon dating, for
the middle of the second millennium AD, the project suffered from a lack of clear initial objectives
and problems of administration. Similar administrative problems plagued dam archaeology in Cote
d'lvoire, Nigeria and Togo and Benin.
Recommendations are suggested for improving
such salvage archaeology in the future and for integrating them into West African field research.

Stefan Pradines. The "New" Great
Mosque of Gedi.
This communication describes the archaeological research organised during summer 1999 on
the site of Gedi, in Kenya. This Swahili city was
previously excavated by James Kirkman, beginning
in 1948. The 1999 excavations were under the auspices of lFRA (French Institute of Research in
Africa) and Sorbonne University (Paris IV). Our
research programme focused on urbanisation and
the organization of the fortified system of Gedi. We
have been able to identify a new mosque In the
north of the city. curiously situated outside the two
ramparts. Thls structure. 26 m long. is larger than
the great mosque studled and published by James
K~rkman.Furthermore, this building dates from the
th~neenth-fourtemthcenturies. and thus older than
the mosque In the centre of the site. Dunng this
conference. we w ~ l ltry to explain why the city of
(iedl possessed two great mosques located In differmt places.

Fmncesco Raeli. An Early Holocene
Factory Site at Ounjougou (Mali).
The s ~ t cof Ounjougou-5 conslsts In a surface
conccntratlon over about 500 square metres of
happed matenal In quartz and sandstone. The
exca\atlon of a trench made it poss~bleto determme
~ t sstrat~graph~calposltlon w ~ t h ~the
n general
sequence of Ounjougou. Two pleces of charcoal.
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associated stratigraphically with this industry,
placed the site in the second half of the eighth millennium BC. The study of this industry revealed
that several flaking methods were used and that
both raw materials were the object of reasoned
management, each being exploited for a different
reason.

Andrew Reid. Household Space and
Discard Patterns at Ntusi, Uganda.
The organisation of households and the use of
space are an important unit for analysing society,
favoured by anthropologists but often ignored by
archaeologists. Household space and discard patterns help to create and sustain symbolic meanings
that are vital in the daily discourse of activities and
actions. Whilst such information is often difficult to
generate from archaeology, it should not be overlooked altogether. This study considers the organisation of domestic space at Ntusi, western Uganda.
Excavations at the site of Ntusi have encountered
deposits dating between the eleventh and fifteenth
centuries AD, which are associated with the
increasing significance of cattle and the development of hierarchies within society. These were
clearly times of considerable upheaval and involved
important negotiations of power. One area of excavation at Ntusi revealed a detailed picture of the layout and discard patterns surrounding an individual
household. Consideration of the variation in these
patterns allows a tentative reconstruction of household organisation at this time, and of the broader
symbolic connotations of domestic space within the
settlement.

Aline Robert and S. Soriano.
Pmliminary Results on the Settlement
of the Dogon Country during the Early
and Middle Stone Age.
The prospections and excavations carried out
on the site of Ounjougou (Bandiagara Plateau,
Mali) made it possible to discover traces of human
settlements belonging to different facies of the
Early and Middle Stone Age, in a region where previous studies had dated the peopling of this area
from the third-second century BP. Research was
carried out on the Early and Middle Stone Age layers in order to reconstitute the climatic and envi-
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ronmental context of the local Pleistocene settlement and to determine its material specificity.
Works carried out so far have already made it possible to show the intensity and continuity of the
local population; this section of the Bandiagara
Plateau must have presented on several occasions
floral and faunal resources which were favorable to
the implantation of human groups. The first technological analysis of the archaeological material
goods hive indicated original technical traditions
on a regional as well as a macro-regional scale.

John Robertson. A Brief Review of the
Early Iron Age in Zambia.
The "tradition" concept is useful in archaeology when it is realized that 1) traditions change over
time, 2) the concept is applied to material remains,
primarily styles, and in this case pottery styles, 3 )
horizon styles can create "noise" that confuses the
understanding of a tradition, and 4 ) it is practical.
Four
Zambian
EIA
pottery
traditions
(Kapwirimbwe, Kansanshi, Kalambo Falls and
Dambwa) are reviewed and with the aid of battleship graphs, it is shown how these separate traditions each changed over a period of 1.000 years.

Kathleen Ryan. Coping through
Cattle: human survival in semi-arid
environments.
Cattle. sheep and goats are the domesticates
of chiwe in semi-and regions of Eiast Afnca today
That these species played a prominent role In the
pdst IS borne out by the archaeoliycal and histonzd\ record
Although all are capable of digest~ng
t mdlgrasses and other types of \ egetation t h ~ are
grstibls to humans, the~rcho~ceof \egetation d ~ f ten Differences in rrproduct~\c:cdpaclt!. d~etar),
requlrrmsnts. m~lh. blood or meat product~on.
reststance to d~seaseand heat tolerance d~ffermt~alI> dffrct thetr own chances of surbnal and the sur\ ~ \ a of
l the humans ~ h depend
o
on them for the~r
Inelihond In t h ~ spaper. some aspects of the rcolog) ot c ~ t t l rare examined to illustrdte spec~flc
attnhutrs that make them su~table partners for
humans In semi-and grassland en\ironmmts In
add~t~on.
coplng strategies employed by Maasai cattle herders are d~scussed
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Tore Saetersdal. Rocks, Rain and
Ancestors.
This paper draws on data from recent archaeological fieldwork in the Manica District of westcentral Mozambique, where several hitherto
unrecorded rock art sites were registered during
survey of the Serra Vumba area on the
Mozambique/Zimbabwe border. I will focus on the
role of the local rain-making ceremonies and special places in the Manica landscape. The population of the Manica district is predominantly Manica
Shona. Even though there is no secure historical
link between the present population and the people
that left the numerous rock paintings in the area,
some of the shelters with rock art play important
parts as mediators between the present and the past
during the all-important rain-malung and fertility
rites of the spring. The paper seeks to explore how,
through human experience and cultural knowledge,
places are created which are imbued with significance for Manica Shona identity and ancestral
authority.

Judith Sealy, Karen van Nierkerk and
Cedric Poggenpoel. Dating Programme
and Analysis of Marine Food Remains
from Blombos Cave: a progress report.
The Middle Stone Age remains from
Blombos Cave are being dated by luminescence,
ESR and amino acid racemization. Problems
include inadequate zeroing of some sediment samples for TL, the presence of many large rocks in the
deposit, leading to difficulties in estimating dose
rates, and possible uranium mobility in the site and
hence changes in dose rates. We are attempting,
through careful sample selection and choice of dating technique, to deal with these problems. A 'subtraction date' of 103 9.8 ka for the top of the MSA
sequence has been published by Vogel et al. The
marine food remains at Blombos Cave are especially interesting as a source of information about diet,
as a clue to the dating of the site, and as an indicator of the efficiency with which Middle Stone Age
people were able to extract food from their environment. Shellfish are abundant in most MSA levels,
and in the upper and middle parts of the sequence,
the species are the same as those that occur in the
area today. In the lower levels, coldwater species

*
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occur, perhaps indicating a colder interval in the
last glacial. Many specimens are very large, raising
the question whether predation pressure on shellfish was less intense in the MSA than in the
LSAirecent past, or whether conditions simply
favoured growth to larger sizes. We plan to address
this issue through isotopic analysis of MSA specimens. Fish remains are present in small quantities
throughout the MSA layers, and analysis (in
progress) is directed, in part, towards trying to
establish whether the fish were purposely caught,
whether they were scavenged off the beach as washups, or whether they were brought into the site by
animals. The species composition, together with
aspects of the breakage patterns of the bones, seems
to us to be consistent with active MSA fishing.

Paul Sinclair and Anneli Ekblom.
Results of 1995 and 1999
Archaeological Fieldwork Seasons at
Chibuene, South-Central Mozambique.
Chibuene is a farming/trading settlement
located on the coast ofVilanculos Bay south central
I\lozambique. Fieldwork at Chibuene in 1995 and
1990 has established the settlement's extent and
sub-surface stratigraphy. More than seventy I x 1 rn
test p ~ t sand four larger trenches totaling ca I50 rn:
were exca\.ated. The upper occupation (late th~rteenth century AD onwards) is at least 9 ha In SIX.
estendlng 500 m In from the coast. The lower occupatlan Is\-els with more patchy dlstrlhut~oncca 4.5
ha) d ; back
~ to the early centuries AD. Fluted
wares
Kwale I\tatoIa pottery and broad-line ~nc~sed
r if Phase 1. <iokomere Z I H . ~
have
) been recovered
In S I X trenches assoelated w~th ~mpcined glah
heads Later t'lrst m~llenn~um
AD Imports hme
hcen reco\,ered from depcwts near thr beach E~ght
neu ( ' I 4 dates have been processed. \lacroti,swl
~dcntif~iatlon:,
~ncludr Sorghum and Eleuslne
Osteulng~cal material has k e n analysed at the
Tr;ins\ad \luseum. Pretoria.

John Sutton. Sorghum Fields of Iron
Age Africa: current knowledge and
ignorance.
The Ahcan ongin of sorghum IS well
acknowledged. So. impressionist~cally.is its antlquity as a staple grain across the main cult~vable
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regions of sub-Saharan Africa, with varieties developed for different conditions (soil, rainfall and seasonality) and requirements (not only flour for daily
meals, but also beer, fodder, fuel and building and
fencing with the stalks). Less understood are the
actual fields and their arrangements; our picture is
informed broadly from ethnography and travelers's
accounts of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries.
This helps in interpretation of specific archaeological features, such as grindstones and granary bases.
But these, as well as occasional finds of carbonized
seeds, frequently lack context and can encourage
anachronism. More detailed reconstructions of late
Iron Age farming and settlement systems have been
attempted in special situations where 'fossil' fields
for sorghum remain visible - notably the Nyanga
terracing in Zimbabwe and the Engaruka irrigation
in the Tanzanian rift. But these are very individual
instances which cannot serve as models for the generality and variety of African sorghum cultivation
throughout the Iron Age. Especially hazy is our
picture of the fields and settlement patterns of the
early Iron Age when, arguably, sorghum farming
was pioneered across Afnca. Along the Middle Nile
this grain had been exploited - but not necessarily
'domesticated' -several millennia earlier; however,its main westward and southward expansion and
consequent variegation may not have occurred until
iron tools were available for efficient clearance and
breaking of savanna soils. The Meroitic period from
the midfirst millennium BC may have been more
instrumental than has been appreciated in the emergence of this sub-Saharan farming culture in which
iron and sorghum were both integral.

Tekle Hagos. Archaeological
Excavations at the Original Location of
Stela 2: Axum, Ethiopia.
Archaeological excavations sponsored by the
Eth~opianNational Co-ordinating Committee for
the Return of the Axum Stela were undertaken at
the onginal location of the second largest stela at
Axum in October 1998 and February 1999 by the
Centre for Research and Conservation of the
Cultural Heritage and the French-Ethiopian Studies
Centre, directed by myself and Bertrand
Possioneier. The objective of the excavations was
to investigate if this stela, which is dated to the
fourth century AD, 24 m high, 170 tons and deco-

,
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rated on all sides, is associated with any underground structures and to prepare the ground for its
re-erection on its original location on its return
from Rome. This stela was taken from Axum to
Italy on October 3, 1937 by the order of fascist
Mussolini and was re-erected in Rome in the same
year. Recently, an agreement has been reached
between the Ethiopian and the Italian governments
to return the stela to its original location. For similar reasons preparations have been undertaken by
the agreeing parties. On the Ethiopian side, the
Centre for Research and Conservation of the
Cultural and Heritage and the National Coordinating Committee for the Return of the Axum Stela
invited archaeologists to examine the original location of the stela. In 1994, Dr David Phillipson,
based on the plans prepared by German researchers
of 1906, was able to locate the original location of
the stela. In 1997, he conducted a large scale excavation at the site and uncovered the footing slab. a
stone built platform on which the footing slab had
rested, and a shaft. This article focuses on the subsequent archaeological excavations conducted tn
1998 and 1999. These revealed a prc-Chnst~an
rock-cut tomb, and two unfinished plts clsscwated
w~ththe stela indicating that it may haw k n
~ntendedas a marker of several t o m b A smplc
coln and pottery uncovered In a rohhcr-cut k l o u
the footing slab seem to suggest that the \teh t i l l In
the earl! seventh century AD Thc In\cstlgatlon
shons that the foundation of the ?rteIa h ~ 3sdepth o f
4 5 m and that the Axum~tesHerr let-? u l c ~ t ~In\ e
hu~ld~ng
the foundat~onof the \ t e l ~on 3 wild m s ~
hard hcdroch

C a m l y Thorp: Research in Prvgress
on the Later Stone Age in Northern and
Southeastern Zimbabwe.
1ht.1.atcr Stone Age wqucnrc ,it thc \ 1 ~ t r h l
area In southutstrm Z~mbabucha5 k c n relu~\ci!
ucll ri\rarchr.d I'nt~lrrccntl! l~rtlcucwh has k n
d c w cln 1.3ter Stone Age srtcs In the r h t of
Llrnbhue l ~ c sltrts
l
w~thL.atcr Stone Age wcupatltIn\ hate rcccntl! been tist-ex~at31ed
In northem
anJ >twthc;rstrrnZ~mhahwt..On ('s~rn\more).arm
In northern Z~mbabuea 1 x 2 m trench M a s cxca\atcd In 3 granite rockshelter u ~ t hpalntlngs of e~ght
fat-ta11ed sheep. The trench reached k d r d at a
depth of 120 cm. %llcmlrth~i~ndustr~esw~th
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backed segments were found in most levels including the deepest strata. Ceramics including diagnostic Early Iron Age sherds occurred in the top 35 cm
of deposit. On Malilangwe conservancy in southeastern Zimbabwe a 2 x 4 m area was excavated in
a small sandstone cave. A scraper-dominated
industry with few backed segments occurred to
bedrock at a depth of 70 cm. Undiagnostic pottery
was also found throughout the excavation.

Tania Tribe. Early Solomonic
Ethiopian Monasticism and the Sacred
Topography of Northern Ethiopia
(Fourteenth-SixteenthCenturies).
On the basis of hagographical and religious
texts, paintings, architecture and landscape features, a model has been built of the relationships of
Early Solomonic Ethiopian monks with their environment. The limitations of this model raise questions which need to be addressed through a multidisciplinary research programme.

Pierre Vermeersch. El Abadiya, an
Upper Palaeolithic site in Upper Egypt.
The site of El Abadiya is characterised by
several artefact concentrations in Nilotic deposits,
which are dated around 25 ka BP. The site exemplifies the important but clearly intermittent occupation of the edge of a flood plain environment durIng the Late Pleistocene and early Holocene.
Technology and typology of the abundant lithics
conf~rm the existence of several Middle
Palaeolithic extraction sites, a Shuwikhatian and a
Late Palaeolithic occupation.

Ralf Vogelsang. Early Evidence for
Domesticated Animals and Pottery in
Kaokoland, Namibia.
The north-western region of Namibia plays
an important part in many models for the introduction of domesticated animals into southern Ahca,
but archaeological data are still rare. Therefore
archaeological fieldwork within the frame of the
collaborative research centre ACACIA, is conducted in the Kaokoland. Up to now the most significant results are provided by excavations in rock
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shelters.
The stratigraphy of Oruwanje 9511
covers mainly the last 3000 years and several LSAphases could be distinguished. Of special interest
are the finds of pottery and domesticated sheep and
goat. Despite dating problems, their simultaneous
introduction in the Kaokoland around 2000 BP is
very probable. Hunting wild animals and collecting
plants nevertheless remained the main means of
subsistence and there is no change in the composition of the stone artefact assemblage. These facts
indicate that we have here the settlement site of a
hunterigatherer band that came into contact with
pastoralists. The analysis of the material from the
second site, named Ovizorombuku 9611 points to a
different situation. The archaeological sequence
covers sub-recent to Early Holocene material.
Pottery and bones of domesticated sheep were also
In this sequence found in association and dated
around 2000 BP, but together with an indifferent
stone artefact industry. Microlithic stone tools are
rrstr~ctcdto the period around 3000 BP.

behavioural modernity only developed within the
Later Stone Age (LSA), sometime after 30-40,000
years ago. Since few African sites contain the
MSA-LSA transition, it is hard to test this hypothesis. The paper reports on test excavations at
ldlu22 (33'12'E, g046'S), a collapsed rockshelter
located east of the Songwe k v e r in the Rukwa rift
valley, southwestern Tanzania. Test excavations in
1995 and 1997 yielded an extensive archaeological
deposit with a microlithic quartz and cryptocrystalline silica LSA industry at the top, and a
macrolithic LSA below. The deepest levels contain
artefact types intermediate between the LSA and
MSA. The sequence is one of gradual transformation from a flake-tool LSA or LSPLIMSA
industry to a bladelet and microlithic one, culminating in a Holocene LSA employing microburin
techn~que.

Birgitt Wiesmuller. Later Stone Age
and Iron Age Continuity: the Chad
basin as an exception?

The paucity of plant macro-remains from
lron Age sites (and those of other periods) in East
Afnca has been generally blamed on the lack of
syaematic sampling from large excavations. The
c~pportunityto implement an extensive sampling
programme at two Iron Age sites, Munsa and
liasunga. both in western Uganda, has gone some
towards changing this situation. The results
t k ~ mh > t h sites show that, while wood charcoal is
preened in some quantity, other plant macrorcmams are not being recovered. Various hyporhc.sc.s ha\.e been tested, and more proposed to
xcount for t h ~ slack of plant remains from sites
across East Afnca. Observation of traditional finger m~lletprocessing suggests that the grams and
chaff' are bang exposed to the possibility of accidmtal charring. and there is plenty of tangential
0 ~drncefor plant exploitation on these and other
%Ire?;.T h ~ sleaves us with two paths to follow:
~ n ~ i y s ~and
n g interprettng the one type of plant
rcmatns we do have in abundance -wood charcoal and exploring alternative means of learning about
plant explo~tattonon these sites. This paper will
present the results of the study of the wood charcoal
finm both sites, including an analysis of the wood
charcoal connected with the iron working furnace at
Xlunsa, and contrast the two in terms of their
assemblages of plant macro-remains.

f':~mchll'illoughby. The Middle and
1-atcr Stone Age in Southwestern
Tanzania.
.\~l.ltrl~~l~r.tlI!
modern hurn~n5~ppc.lreJ tn
dur~ng the \11ddIe Stone :Zgc 1\1S.\l
het\\c.cn ~ o o . o o o and 30-40.000 c . m ~ g t l
tlo\\s\ er. m a n archaeulog~sts suggezt t h ~ t
:\t'r~La

Ruth Young and Jill Thompson. Plant
Exploitation in Iron Age Uganda.

